Freedom's Team

At outposts of freedom near the Arctic Circle—made possible by our agreements with other governments which stand with us against aggression—U.S. Air Force men are now standing around-the-clock, around-the-calendar guard. Backing them up are the resources of American science and industry which have produced the Northrop Scorpion F-89 all-weather interceptor. The F-89 is America's heaviest-armed fighter. Wing-tip "hornet's nests" which carry 104 rocket projectiles are coupled with the latest electronics to make the F-89 a deadly aerial destroyer, capable of striking a bomber 45,000 feet and more above the earth. These jet home defenders are one of many modern weapons created by the engineering and production complex of Northrop Aircraft, Inc., since 1939 America's first company in the vital design, development and production of all-weather and pilotless aircraft.
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Pioneer Builders of All Weather and Pilotless Aircraft